topic: **OPPOSITES of words 1** | level: **Beginner**

Write the opposite of each word - EX. "He wasn't happy; he was sad."

1. Don't talk so loudly - Talk more _______________.

2. I love my new car. I sold my _______________ one.

3. One of his best friends is very rich, but he used to be _______________.

4. Do you like big cars or _______________ ones?

5. This towel is wet. Give me a _______________ one.

6. Q: Is that the right answer. A: No, it's _______________.

7. I felt bad in the morning, but now I feel _______________.

8. This shirt is dirty. Give me a _______________ shirt.

9. I don't want to spend more time with him. I want to spend _______________ time with him.

10. Q: Do you feel better? A: No, I feel _______________!
ANSWERS:
1) quietly  2) old  3) poor  4) small  5) dry  6) wrong  7) good  8) clean  
9) less  10) worse